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POBox 351
El Prado, NM 87529

HAR 24 2014
NMED
Hazardous Waste Bureau

Dear Ms Kliphuis;

For reasons older than time as you know it, i represent the Intergallactic Confederation for Interplanetary Peace and the Legions
of Living Light.

As suchJi stood as a party in the 1998 Hearings

~Y~\W,

on the Draft Permit.tin my conclusion i had to mention the vision
of glowing TRU-PACs in the parking area, with a message that we
may see thiS in our lifetimes. Also discussed other stuff about
where air in the chambers would g~ when tons of salt and hardware
come crashing down1?

Can thEy reach critical mass?

These and many hydrological questidns were ignored and the Site was
forced to open without a permitlby ooliticians. Now the draft permit
seems grossly inadequate to even get the waste out of the parking
area let alone the ones in recievin1 areas?

How many rooms have

had complete roof colapses, and how many partial? This being set
into

motion~thould

also be

underst7~d;inevitable

consequence of

the entire unfeasible experiment.
Know when to say when.

There is no way to contain the "waste"

that is already in WIPP.
and fracture easily.

,--

Salt is a soft c¥rystal and will crack

There was never a plan to deal with the toxic

gas wastes that the other wastes were bound to create. How many of
such gas pockets are already slipping through the salt?

How are

the "cibosure plans" working? Can you even vaugly consider approving
the Draft Permit?

The room closure plans, that is to say, have

apparently failed and noone knows what will go wrong next.
The State of New Mexico was bullied into opening the facility and
i fear that you really have no say about the endless expansion,
or at least feel a deeper allegence to all things with federal
money attached over the peopje and environment.
win again?

Will extortion

If the State tried to exercise any authority, if the

Environment Department said no re-open without new-improved permit?
They did not need a permit in the first place.
Sorry to share such unhappy predictions, they are messages from my
sponsors.

I will happily sit again as a party at yibur hearings

and question any qeestionable scientific hypothesis, as they request.
Yours in Peace,
1403143
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Ms. Bonnie Bonneau
POBox 351
El Prado, NM 87529
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